
FALLEN ANGELS:

AND ANSWERS 
QUESTIONS 

The national lockdowns ordered in response to the Covid pandemic a year ago have 

caused economic uncertainty. Many businesses, such as high street retail and leisure, 

have been hit hard as many were forced to stop trading. The uncertainty has left market 

watchers to question if some corporates can afford to repay their debts. If not, down-

grades could be on the way. 

Marks & Spencer, Heinz and Virgin Money are just some household names that have lost 

their investment-grade status in recent years and are now graded as fallen angels as they 

are now classed as high yield.

Could others be about to join them at the risker end of the spectrum and if so, how can 

investors spot a bargain? To find out, we brought asset owners and asset managers 

together with consultants and a credit strategist to examine the fallen angel market.
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FALLEN ANGELS:

AND ANSWERS 
QUESTIONS 

portfolio institutional: Is this a good time 

to follow a fallen angel strategy?

Manuel Hayes: We at Mellon believe it is. 

The large BBB bloat in the corporate bond 

market, which is expanding thanks to an 

increase in large issuance, is a nice back-

drop in this pandemic for more down-

grades to take place.

In 2020, there were $200bn (£144bn) of 

downgrades in the US, across 270 bonds 

issued by 50 companies. It was an  unusual 

amount, but in this pandemic with a BBB 

bloat overhang, 2021 should see an 

 increased pace of downgrades. Only half 

of the downgrades seen in 2020 would 

provide a nice tailwind for investors to 

harvest.

We have analysed big shocks, such as the 

great financial crisis, and fallen angels 

have strong returns in the subsequent 

year. If you expand that window by two to 

three years, there is a strong performance 

in the asset class. If 2021 rhymes with the 

past, we are in a good period to invest in 

fallen angels.

Kate Hollis: Fallen angels have a  structural 

premium, but most of that comes within 

a year or two after a downgrade. While 

there will be more fallen angels this year, 

it is unlikely to be on the scale of last year. 

Dinesh Visavadia: Because the  opportunity 

after such an event is for one to three 

years at the most, there is not the agility 

in trustees’ decision making to take 

 advantage of this. By the time you do any-

thing the opportunity is only half there, so 

it is often ignored.

Stuart Trow: We have had downgrades 

without defaults getting out of control, so 

it is fertile ground. Added to which, 

spreads in the high-yield space are not 

back to where they were. That creates 

 value for those who look at spreads rather 

than yields, whereas the BBB space is 

back to where it was. On a relative value 

basis, I am more enthusiastic about fallen 

angels than a lot of areas on the curve. 

David Weeks: In the short term, the fac-

tors through which our members  consider 

fallen angels are: diversification, spread, 
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risk and liquidity for transfers.  Long 

term, they tend to have their strategies in 

place and are not looking for short-term 

shifts. 

High in their consideration for short and 

long term, will be how regulators view 

 investments in fallen angels. 

PI: Anand, as an insurer you prefer invest-

ment-grade debt, but would you consider 

investing in a bond at risk of becoming a 

fallen angel?

Anand Kwatra: We are heavily regulated 

by the Solvency II environment, so follow 

a conservative buy-and-hold strategy. In 

our world, we are penalised by defaults 

and downgrades. 

We have a low appetite for BBB-risk 

 because if it is downgraded and becomes 

a fallen angel our capital requirements 

 increase substantially. 

The only way we would consider invest-

ing in the BB or B spaces is if there was 

some form of credit protection. For exam-

ple, if there is a highly rated sovereign or 

multilateral development bank, such as 

the World Bank, guaranteeing the debt. 

This protects us from credit risk on the 

underlying.  

PI: Have you increased your exposure in 

the past year, Manuel?

Hayes: We have. There are a lot of oppor-

tunities. In every month in the past year 

there has been a downgrade, except for 

January which was unusually quiet. Even 

as we speak, downgrades are taking place. 

The biggest appeal for us is the discount 

that they come into the high-yield space 

at. 

Credit markets are an inefficient market 

structure. You are either an investment 

grade portfolio manager, trader, analyst or 

a high yield manager, trader or analyst. 

There are not too many places where you 

have synergies across the spectrum. 

Some active investors are forced to sell 

 because of capital constraints, while 

 indexers sell if a bond is no longer in an 

index. Force selling causes discounts. 

These bonds are coming into the high 

yield area cheaper than they should be. 

PI: Such bonds were downgraded for a 

reason, so how do you assess a new fallen 

angel?

Hayes: We use a quantitative systematic 

approach where we look to harvest a 

 diversified profile across our fallen angel 

and high yield strategies. 

This allows diversification and not too 

much idiosyncratic risk. From a portfolio 

design perspective, it allows us to harvest 

the structural premia, buy it and imple-

ment it cheaply.

Trow: It is a type of arbitrage and you are 

looking for returns that you cannot get 

from the BB space. People are afraid of 

the funding requirements or do not want 

to be around a name associated with bad 

news. 

BB is not a million miles away from BBB 

in terms of credit quality, so if you are pre-

pared to do the work and sort the wheat 

from the chaff you do not want to buy 

something that is BB but is about to be B. 

It is a relative value trade as much as any-

thing else.

Hollis: The fallen angel premium is 

 created by investors reacting to the artifi-

cial break between investment grade and 

high yield. Because it sets up structural 

cheapness, a strategy that invests system-

atically in fallen angels, should earn 

 excess returns over the long term, but 

 returns will be concentrated in periods 

like now, where there has been a large 

wave of downgrades.

Kwatra: Ultimately, it is integrating the 

range of concepts surrounding how you 

manage risk and return. You need to have 

a rigorous security selection in this space 

where there is heightened risk. It is 

 important to question why the debt has 

been downgraded: is it part of the sell off 

or are the fundamentals weakening?

You also need to have sound internal pro-

cesses because the volatility may present 

you with opportunities which require you 

to be agile to take advantage of any tempo-

rary dislocations, like we saw in March 

2020. 

Another consideration is managing 

downside risk. If you are in this high yield 

strategy, you need clear risk appetite 

 parameters, like capping your applica-

tions to lower ratings such as B.

PI: How are you navigating defaults?

Hollis: There are very few companies that 

go smoothly from investment grade 

straight to default. When that happens, it 

is normally associated with fraud, like 

Wirecard. 

I am not saying it cannot happen, but 

generally downgrades are associated with 

financial or operational activities that the 

rating agencies are able to monitor and 

signal their concerns in advance using 

their outlook flags. There are normally 

signs that something is about to be down-

graded. It is not that everyone has been 

caught on the hop.

A fallen angel strategy is improved by 

having a screen for companies that are 

suddenly downgraded by several notches 

because it is a signal that there may be 

something nasty hiding in the woodshed. 

It is not a perfect defence, but it is better 

than nothing. 

Weeks: Marks & Spencer is a fallen angel. 

It has seen a long-term decline in market 

capitalisation, which is a worry. A poor 

range of merchandise, which is a worry. A 

reliance on an outdated property portfo-

lio, which is a worry.

British Airways, in contrast, has seen 

short-term turmoil but some bounce back 

is probably ahead.

Some people say that Virgin Money’s 

brand image is a bit tarnished compared 

to previous years, so there may be a long-

er-term problem there. 

Finally, a decline in advertising revenue at 

ITV is probably more serious. 

PI: If defaults are usually signposted, are 

other factors higher up your agenda when 

looking at fallen angels, Manuel?

Hayes: Risk mitigation is key. Fallen 
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 angels are a higher quality segment. In 

the past 15 years, they have had 0.6% 

 defaults on a par-weighted basis, while 

broad high yield has 1.61%. It is less than 

broad high yield since it is higher quality. 

You always have to mitigate falling knives 

or the big jumps that happen from invest-

ment grade to something much lower. 

At some point the structural premia, the 

value that is initially presented, goes away 

and BB companies may continue to dete-

riorate. So, at some point you have to look 

at the fundamentals and ask if a compa-

ny’s leverage is too high or its low profita-

bility will continue to deteriorate over 

time verses their peers. You have to have 

that mechanism in place to mitigate and 

monitor that exposure. 

PI: What impact is the economic 

 uncertainty having on risk assessments?

Hayes: No one has an answer as to when 

things will stabilise and companies will 

rebound. 

We are excited about the volatility. We 

take a quantitative systematic approach 

and so any period of dispersion is good 

for models to differentiate between win-

ners and losers. We like volatility and we 

like downgrades.

Visavadia: On one hand the pandemic is 

causing uncertainty in the markets and 

on the other some tech company valua-

tions are sky high. This is a recipe for dis-

aster. Therefore, trustees shy away 

 because this is beyond their risk spec-

trum. That is a big challenge. 

This is a good asset class but given the 

timing a lot of trustees might shy away 

 because there is only one way for this 

market to go. 

Could I ask, to what extent have down-

grades been exaggerated by poor ESG 

credentials? 

Hollis: Some issuers that have been down-

graded lately have lower than expected 

ESG credentials. That is not so much an 

ESG effect per se, it is a function of the oil 

price trading negatively last year. Occi-

dental, as an example, did an aggressive 

merger a year or so before Covid, so its 

 financial metrics changed and became 

more risky. 

This is different from thermal coal com-

panies at the bottom of the CCC spectrum 

where ESG is going to have a different 

 effect and the industry is in long term 

 decline. Some retail is in long-term 

 decline due to online competition, but 

that is not so much an ESG effect. 

Avoiding issuers with long-term ESG 

headwinds which make them less likely 

to bounce back is probably a good idea.

Trow: There are structural changes that 

the pandemic has accelerated. People 

hosting conferences online has had a 

knock-on effect for airlines. 

What I am nervous about with ESG is that 

it is difficult to quantify. It is obvious if 

you are a coal miner, but if you are in the 

middle and your ESG rating is not great, 

but it could be improved, or a green com-

pany with little to add to the story, the reg-

ulators are not clear what direction they 

want to take. Is it a reward for people 

 improving? Or only in favour of green 

industries? 

That has led to confusion about what is 
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green. In high yield you find private equi-

ty-owned firms focusing on green trans-

actions. The cynic in me thinks that they 

are after tighter spreads. If you get a rigor-

ous groom judging these ESG standards, 

you may be in a more difficult situation 

than you would be with a vanilla bond.     

Hayes: ESG is important. Clients demand 

it. Environmental, social and governance 

issues are highly relevant in today’s mar-

kets, but they do not heavily influence a 

rating agency downgrade. 

Rating agencies are traditional. They look 

at fundamental balance sheet informa-

tion, leverage metrics and cashflows. 

Hopefully, at some point ESG becomes 

more relevant to rating agencies, but 

 today if bonds are downgraded, it is based 

on the traditional metrics.

Weeks: Rating agencies are creeping high 

up on the agenda for trustees to get accu-

rate data. The E tends to be top of the list. 

G is creeping up, with Tesco’s accounting 

problems an example of why. 

Tobacco is high on people’s agenda. With 

the number of smokers gradually reduc-

ing, is this a good time to bail out? But on 

the other hand, the dividends are good. 

Trustees deciding when to pull the plug is 

the issue. 

Kwatra: It is about balance. You have to 

pay attention to the rating agency, but that 

is no replacement for scrutinising the 

 asset yourself. There is an onus on the 

 investors to understand what is driving 

the fundamentals: why has it been down-

graded and what are the prospects for a 

reversal? 

As a buy-and-hold investor, we get 

 scrutiny from the regulator not just to 

align what our rating agency says, but to 

form our own internal view and  essentially 

own the risk.

Visavadia: Rating agencies are important. 

As an investor you want to take as much 

information from the market as possible. 

Rating agencies focus more on a quantita-

tive assessment, but there are a lot of 

 other commentaries out there, like fund 

manager reports and consultants who 

provide opinions. We pay attention to rat-

ing agencies, but we listen to other people 

at the same time. No one person is going 

to tell you the full story. It makes the life 

of a trustee more difficult, but it is the 

right thing to do. 

Hollis: You could do research forever and 

you would never be finished. Not even a 

CFO has perfect knowledge of his compa-

ny’s finances. There is a point where you 

have to say that further effort is not going to 

be rewarded with further information and 

draw a line. It is knowing when you have 

answered your questions, and identified 

the potholes, then you rely on your judg-

ment and monitor it to see if you are right. 

Trow: Generally, people are more comfort-

able with investment grade because it is 

more homogeneous. If you get a far more 

dispersal around mean credit spreads in 

high yield, it is an opportunity if you do 

the relative value and fundamental work 

to see if the apparent relative value is real 

or not. Effectively, rating agencies create 

the fallen angel arbitrage.

Hayes: This is something, especially in 

the investment grade universe, that lags. 

It has improved over the years, their met-

rics are getting better as data is becoming 

more relevant, accessible and easier to 

 digest, but they do lag. 

We have looked at the analysis of all fallen 

angels as they have been downgraded in 

the past 15 years. What has become obvi-

ous is that even six months before a down-

grade from investment grade to high 

yield, you will see the market pricing it in. 

The market is more efficient, understands 

information, is faster moving and easier 

to digest. You will see under performance 

of these investment grade bonds as they 

start slowly getting migrated, the market 

sees it and prices that in. 

To that degree, the market is more effi-

cient than the rating agencies. I am not 

saying they are bad, just slower moving. 

PI: How are you accessing liquidity in this 

market, Manuel?

Hayes: Liquidity has never been better in 

the fixed income markets, but it depends 

on how you access it, where these pockets 

of liquidity are and how you curate it. 

Traditionally, fixed income has been illiq-

uid, especially in high yield. You phoned 

your broker 10 years ago and were trading 

by appointment, but the market has 

evolved.

The growth of ETFs has been the catalyst 

that bridges the gap between the great 

 liquidity you see in the equity markets 

and the fixed income markets. They are 

not on the same level, but it is evolving, 

getting better – and that is exciting if you 

know how to access it. That is a big if. 

People still call brokers and there will be a 

need for that. They have the balance sheet 

and can make markets on specific bonds, 

but there is a larger ETF ecosystem that is 

being built into the fixed income markets. 

If you can access it, you could buy bonds 

cheaper and do it in size and scale. 

Weeks: Trustees are aware of the need for 

money for transfers. They will also be 

aware of the risk of getting out of invest-

ments if a fire sale is necessary, so liquid-

ity is high on their list. 

Visavadia: How much of an issue is 

 liquidity? There is so much money being 

If 2021 rhymes 
with the past,  
we are in a good 
period to invest  
in fallen angels.
Manuel Hayes, Mellon
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printed by governments and it has to be 

parked somewhere. Every sector of the 

market will have a reasonable amount of 

liquidity. 

PI: What impact has central bank stimulus 

had on fallen angels?

Trow: Rates are low and the economic out-

look uncertain, so people have kept their 

funding requirements to a minimum. 

There is not as much supply out there as 

you would hope.  

Investors have been trying to find pockets 

of liquidity while issuers have kept their 

heads down. If they are issuing, they are 

doing it in tandem with tender offers or 

pre-funding several months or years 

hence. 

What we are beginning to see in the whole 

credit market is that we have cannibalised 

potential issuance for the next year or 

two. We might be in a situation where 

fallen angel strategies are ideal because 

people are scrapping around for anything 

to buy with a bit of spread. 

Hollis: Central bank buying has not done 

very much to tighten high yield spreads 

because they did not buy very much high 

yield debt. It did a lot for confidence but 

little in terms of dollar and cents for the 

overall market. But the Fed’s announce-

ment was a huge game changer for senti-

ment on credit, especially fallen angels, as 

they said recently downgraded issues, 

 including Ford, were eligible for Fed 

buying. 

That was announced when the market 

was in panic mode and fallen angels were 

being sold off left, right and centre. On 

the day of that announcement the sell off 

stopped, went into reverse and fallen 

 angels outperformed bonds that were 

originally issued as high yield by a signif-

icant amount.

Hayes: The Fed needed to step in and sta-

bilise the entire risk market spectrum, 

 including equities. Liquidity had almost 

evaporated, markets were dislocated and 

companies could not issue debt. The Fed 

coming in provided a floor. Although it 

did not buy much in dollar terms, it 

showed the market that central banks are 

willing to step in when needed. 

The Fed officially stopped buying corpo-

rate debt at the end of December. Is that a 

risk or a concern? No. We have seen its 

willingness. If the markets go back into 

disarray, in the markets’ mind there is a 

backstop in that central banks will step in 

and provide stability. 

Kwatra: The narrowing of investment 

grade spreads is intensifying the search 

for yield. In our world, it is intensifying 

the search for private credit and illiquids 

across the investment grade spectrum.

Visavadia: Most pension schemes are 

 positioned to take advantage of fallen 

 angels through their credit portfolios. To 

get the yield, they invest in sub-invest-

ment grade. Some of my managers look 

at deep value, distressed debt and high 

yield. I am sure these funds will take 

 advantage of investing in fallen angels in 

the next 12 to 15 months. 

PI: What do you expect to see in the fallen 

angel market during the next 12 months?

Hayes: We are optimistic. The large BBB- 

bloat and $900bn (£648bn) of debt out-

standing are levels we have never seen 

 before. On the fundamental side, leverage 

is at an all-time high. 

Combine these issues and concerns with 

the pandemic and it causes uncertainty, 

which excites me. From a cynical side of 

things, I am looking forward to every 

downgrade. If someone is willing to force 

sell investment grade bonds at huge dis-

counts, I will be happy to take the other 

side of that. 

Kwatra: We are cautious on BBB invest-

ments, by virtue of penal capital 

 requirements as mentioned earlier. 

There is an expectation of certain sec-

tors continuing on a downward 

 trajectory, but we are also seeing signs 

of recovery. We navigate by sticking to 

the safer, less cyclical sectors, so the 

bonds moving into riskier territory are 

the ones we are not focused on.

Trow: I am positive, with a caveat that we 

do not see a risk sell off. Fallen angels are 

interesting in the context of a risk rally, 

but what concerns me is that people are 

pressing for longer tenors, especially if 

you invest on a yield basis where you will 

get killed if benchmark yields turn 

quickly. 

With downgrades not necessarily filtering 

through to defaults, it is an attractive 

space, but that is in an-all-things-being-

equal scenario.  

Hollis: At the end of a long risk rally, when 

there have been a few fallen angels, 

 several rising stars and a lot of maturities, 

you could have a fallen angel strategy that 

is concentrated by name and sector. At 

that point, you need to ask if those assets 

still do the job you want them to.

Visavadia: If there is a recognition by 

 asset managers that there is a dislocation 

between investment grade debt and fallen 

angels, they will do something about it. 

They will get better quality research, 

which could benefit investors at the end 

of the day. 

Weeks: The two groups trustees will be 

 interested in are one, the regulators, and 

how they will see the market, and two, the 

specialists, especially if we have enough 

of them, or not, to navigate this newish 

sector, will be high in their minds.

We are  excited 
about the 
 volatility.
Manuel Hayes, Mellon
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